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This paper develops a minimal realization theory for discrete-time machines with 
structure in a suitable closed monoidal category. By specifying the category anumber 
of applications arise, most of them new. Minimal reahzatlon is stated as an adjunction 
between an input-output behavior functor and a realization functor. The very existence 
of an adjunction yields several new structural results on minimal realization. As 
preliminaries, certain aspects of categorical algebra are reviewed, and a theory of 
discrete-time transition systems is developed. The concept of an X-module and an 
initial object theorem are especially important. A number of examples of suitable 
categories i given, but discussion of the resulting machine theories is deferred to a 
subsequent paper. 
l .  INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
This section has three subsections. The first tries to locate this paper in the context 
of current research in system, automaton and realization theories, while the other two 
sketch some necessary mathematical background. Subsequent main sections develop 
monoidal categories, transition systems in categories, machines, and finally minimal 
realization. Certain further theory, and all applications, are in the continuation [10] 
of this paper. However, these applications are described in Section 1.1 below. See also 
'Goguen [11]. 
1.1. Introduction 
During roughly the last ten years there has been a tendency to consolidate aspects 
of automaton and control theories. One of the earliest efforts appears in the first few 
chapters of the 1963 book [25] of Zadeh and Desoer. These chapters were written by 
Zadeh, from whom the present author acquired his original interest in system theory. 
Kalman has published several works on realization, controlability, and observability 
(see [14] and [15]) which are relevant to this tendency. Arbib [1] and Arbib and Zeiger 
[2] review and consolidate this and other related work. It was Arbib who got the 
present author started on this paper, as part of an attempt o make concrete the 
categorical ideas of [2]. Mesarovic [22], Goguen [9], and others have formulated general 
I 
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system theories, partly to deal with issues such as the relationship between automaton 
and control theories at a higher level of generality. 
The present paper seems to be the first to construct a minimal realization theory 
geneial enough to handle both automata nd discrete-time linear control systems as 
special cases. Actually, the treatment of linear control theory is an improvement over 
the standard, in that so-called reduced linear systems can often be further reduced by 
adding "sources"; details are in the continuation [10] of this paper. The present 
general theory admits other new specializations: minimal realization for discrete-time 
continuous nonlinear control systems; for affine machines; and for what we call 
bilinear transitions machines. The case of continuous nonlinear machines hows the 
absolute necessity of getting away from characterizations of minimal realization 
which specify the minimality of some numerical parameter; for there is no such 
invariant here. There are also applications to formal languages, including minimal 
realization of acceptors for generalized regular languages (the generalization 
admits various "fuzzy" languages whose characteristic function is a morphism in the 
category under consideration) and a sort of "coordinate free" approach through the 
bilinear transition machines. All the minimal realization results are given in the form 
of an adjunction between behavior and realization functors. This is both conceptually 
simpler and mathematically more powerful than the usual formulations; see the 
general results in Section 5, and the discussion and applications in [113]. Certain 
further results in the direction of Krohn-Rhodes theory appear in [12]. 
Categorical algebra is our language, and the concepts of adjunction and closed 
monoidal category are particularly important. These are relatively new in mathematics 
(1958 in [16] and 1966 in [5], respectively) and are entirely new in system theory. 
This language allows us to formulate the notion of an "X-module" in a suitable 
category, which is very useful for studying discrete-time dynamical systems with 
suitable additional structure (such as linear, continuous, or discrete) and arises naturally 
from automaton-theoretic considerations. We chose the name 1because of the similarity 
to Kalman's use of modules over a polynomial ring and because of the not uncommon 
use of "semi-module" for "transition system" in automaton theory. However, 
X-modules are both slightly more structured and much more flexible and widely 
applicable. The categorical framework is essential for obtaining such a wide range 
of applications from one general theory. 
Many methods of proof are entirely new, and can be extracted from the category 
theory to provide new treatments of even the classical discrete machine and linear 
control system cases. This is shown in [8]. It should be noted that doing minimal 
realization in so abstract a setting requires, and when done automatically provides, 
a refined analysis of the fundamental concepts and constructions involved. Thus, a 
In Goguen [11] the name "X-automaton" is used for this concept, to avoid a conflict of 
terminology for those unfamilar with Kalman's work. 
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"foundational" study of realization theory is an inevitable (and welcome) by-product. 
For example, we see that what Zeiger and Kalman [14], called canonical factorization, 
is more exactly analyzed as canonical cofactorization, as defined by Kelly [18], and 
described here in Sect. 1.3 (see also Zeiger [26]). For a similar analysis of system 
theory in general, see [9]. 
To be more precise, this paper uses "universal properties" rather than "point-set" 
relationships to characterize special objects and constructions (see Section 1.2). We 
hope the reader will see that this is not idle abstraction, and that in fact it has several 
concrete advantages: (1) results will apply to a wide variety of different structures; 
(2) proofs will be highly "conceptual," since a universal property is a conceptualization 
of a construction; (3) proofs are often easier to find, because there may be only one 
"natural" proof of the required type; or because the same result may already have 
been proved in some other field, and can be transferred; (4) the "diagrammatic" 
style facilitates backboard presentation (unfortunately, this can only be hinted at in 
print, because of the static nature of this medium); (5) new generalizations and 
applications often arise so naturally as to seem to suggest hemselves; (6) there is an 
excellent (and quickly developing) body of general categorical results on which to 
draw. 
Parts of this paper refer to mathematical literature more than to systems literature. 
This is intended to help the reader who is not an expert in categorical algebra. Insofar 
as possible, we have avoided mathematical complications, and incorporated expositions 
of unusual material. Prerequisites are discussed in the next subsection. 
The author would like especially to thank Lee Carlson, in conversation with whom 
many of the results on the affine category were developed. Lotfi Zadeh and Michael 
Arbib are also to be thanked for their roles in this paper, as mentioned earlier, and 
Saunders Mac Lane for his encouragement and constructive criticism. 
1.2. Adjoint Situations 
Throughout his paper (as throughout science in general) there occur constructions 
which are "universal," or "best possible," solutions to certain "problems." We have 
in mind particularly the Nerode solution to the realization problem, but as will be 
seen, there are also many others. All such situations will be described here as adjunc- 
tions. Thus adjointness is a theme running through the whole exposition. 
We assume the reader already familiar with the basic ideas of category theory, as 
explained in Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner, and Wright [13] and Mac Lane and Birkhoff 
[21]. These ideas include category, functor, commutative diagram, natural transfor- 
mation, monomorphism (called monic), epimorphism (called epic), isomorphism , and 
initial and terminal objects. These are not at all unknown in the current systems 
literature. However, the reader will probably have some trouble with this paper if he 
is not also familiar with some basic examples, such as the category Set of sets, and 
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basic applications of categories. Moreover, he should be willing to consult more advanced 
treatises, such as Mac Lane [20] or Pareigis [24], as the need arises. We first discuss 
various elementary matter to introduce notation and terminology used later. We then 
state without proof certain results on adjointness, in exactly the form needed for later 
reference. Most of the proofs would be quite simple, however. 
Composition in a category is always indicated by juxtaposition and written in the 
natural arrowwise or diagrammatic order; i.e., as in the commutative diagram 
fg A ,C  
\ /  
B 
I f  f :  A -+ B is a set function and a e A, sometimes we write arguments on the left, as 
af, but sometimes we also use the usual functional notationf(a) for the value of./at a, 
or for clarity, even the hybrid (a)f. In this paper the identity morphism at an object A 
is usually indicated by the same symbol A, though we may sometimes for clarity also 
use the more common otation 1A 9 In fact, we often think of categories in the "arrows 
only sense," as Mac Lane [20, p. 9], or Mitchell [23, pp. 2-3]. Thus feC  means 
that f  is a morphism in C. We denote the class of identities (i.e., objects) in a category 
C by [C ]. If f :  A--+ B is a morphism, call A the domain and B the codomain of f ;  
the ambiguous word"range" is avoided entirely, to prevent confusion between "image" 
and "codomain." C(A, B) denotes the class of all morphisms fee  with domain A 
codomain B. A morphism whose domain and codomain are the same is called an 
endomorphism. 
Given f :  A -~ B and a monic i: A 0 -+ A, we call the composition if: A o --+ B the 
restriction of f to A 0 . Given a monic j: B 0 -+ B we call some (necessarily unique) 
)Co : A --+ B 0 such that f  = foJ the corestriction of f  to B 0 . 
We shall feel free to apply the above notations to the category Cat  whose objects 
are categories and whose morphisms are functors. For example, the identity functor 
on a category C is denoted C, and we shall speak of endofunctors, and of restrictions 
and corestrictions of functors. The same can be done for natural transformations, 
which are morphisms in functor categories, denoted A B or Nat(A, B), whose objects 
are functors between fixed categories A, B. Most of this is treated in detail in the 
texts [20], [24], and also in [13] and in the Appendix to [8]. 
DEFINITION. Given a functor F: A -+ B and B ~ I B I, a universal arrow from F 
to B is a terminal object in the comma category (F, B) whose objects are pairs 
(A, AF b_~ B) with A E [ A [ and b ~B,  and whose morphisms (A, AF~ B) to 
(A', A'F ~ B) are morphisms a: A -+ A'  in A such that 
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aF 
AF , A 'F  
\ /  
B 
commutes in B. Dually, given G: B ~ A and A ~ ] A ], a universal arrow from A to 
G is an initial object in the comma category (A, G) with objects (A  -~ BG, B)  and 
morphisms b: B ~ B' such that 
A 
/ \  
BG ~ B'G 
bG 
commutes in A. 
The following "universal property" characterization of universal arrows is often 
useful. 
THEOREM 1.1. Given F and B as in the definition above, (A,  b) is a universal arrow 
from F to B iff the following property (P) holds: for any A'  ~ [ A I and b': A'F--~ B, 
there is a unique a: A'  --+ A such that the diagram 
aF 
A'F  , AF  
\ /  
B 
commutes in B. 
This is just a direct translation of the definitions into less esoteric language. We 
leave it to the reader to formulate the dual result. Many elementary examples of this 
can be found in [21]. 
Using the uniqueness of terminal objects up to isomorphism, we have the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. Any two universal arrows from F to B are isomorphic in the comma 
category (F, B), and are so by a unique morphism in (F, B). In particular, the associated 
objects A, A'  are isomorphic in B. Thus, any two objects A, A'  for which there are 
morphisms b, b' satisfying the property (P) are isomorphic. 
Very often, especially in this paper, universal arrows occur in families, one from F 
to each B a I B 1, and it is very convenient to have a global all-at-once way to speak 
of such situations. This leads to the main idea of this subsection, due to Kan [16]. 
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DEFINITION. F: A ~ B is left adjoint to G: B--~ A iff there exists a natural 
isomorphism (of discrete valued functors from A ~ • B to Set) 
WAn : B(AF,  B) --* A(A, BG). 
We also say G is right adjoint to F, that 9 is an adjunction, and that F, G participate 
in an adjoint situation. We write F---q G: A -+ B, or ~o: F ~ G, or just F ~ G, 
Given b: AF--+ B in B, call bg: A - -+BG in A the ~p-transform of b. Similarly, 
given a: A -+ BG in A, call a~o-l: AF--+ B the inverse 9-transform of a. The prefix 9- 
can be omitted if it is clear from context. 
A ~ is the category opposite to A (see [20, 8, 13, or 24]). 
THEOREM 1.3. F: A -+ B has a right adjoint G: B ~ A iff each B c [ B [ has a 
universal arrow from F. 
For a proof see MacLane [20]. Combining Theorems 1.1 and 1.3, we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 1.4. F: A --~ B has a right adjoint G: B --+ A iff for eaeh B ~ [ B I there 
is an object A ~IAI and a morphism b: AF--+ B satisfying the universal property (P). 
Combining Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, we can get the following globalization of 
uniqueness. 
THEOREM 1.5. Any two left adjoints to G: B -+ A are naturally isomorphic; and 
so are any two right adjoints to F: A ~ B. 
There are certain standard examples of adjoint situations of particular importance 
for this paper. I f  U: A--~ B is a forgetful functor (there is no need to define this 
concept; we have in mind only the general designation for a family of similar examples), 
then a left adjoint F: B -+ A to U gives the free A-object generated by a B-object. 
For example, if U: Mon ---* Set assigns to each monoid and monoid homomorphism its 
underlying set or set mapping, then the value XF of a left adjoint F to U is the free 
monoid generated by X. 
Let C be a category and D a small category; then a functorF: D ~ C can be thought 
of as a diagram in C with scheme D, and the functor category Nat(D, C) can be thought 
of as the category of all such diagrams. I f  C ~ ] C 1, there is a "constant" diagram "C" :  
D ~ C defined by letting (d) "C"  = C for all d ~ D. Moreover, this assignment of dia- 
grams to objects if functorial, yielding .... : C -+ Nat(D, C). Then a universal arrow 
from .... toF,  if it exists, is called a limit forF, and we write l[_m_F for the object. The 
universal arrow s p: " l imF"  : *F  is often called a cone, and has components 
2 We use =~ to denote natural transformations. 
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pa : li__m_m F --+ dF for each d ~ I D i, called the projections. I f  C has limits for all functors 
F: D --+ C, C is said to have limits over D. I fD  is discrete (i.e., has only identities, i.e., 
D ----- ] D I), limits over D are called products over D, and D is thought of as an index 
set. Theorem 1.1 allows this to be translated into the more usual definitions of product, 
as in [21]. I fC  has all limits over D, Theorem 1.3 gives a functor lJ-~-: Nat(D, C) --+ C 
mapping diagrams to their limits, which is right adjoint to .. . .  . Dually, universal 
arrows to . . . .  give rise to colimits, cocones, injections, and left adjoints. Colimits 
over discrete schemes are called coproducts, and in particular, colimits over N = 
{0, 1, 2,...} are called countable coproducts. 
If At are objects in C for t ~ T, an index set, if ]_ItAt = A is their coproduct in C, 
and if f :  ]_[tAt --~ B, is a morphism in C, then we denote the composite itf: At -+ B 
byf~ and call it the t-component off,  for t ~ T, where it : A t -+ A is the t injection of 
the coproduct. Also, given morphisms ft  : At -+ B in C, if the coproduct A exists, 
there is a unique morphism f: A -+ B in C such that i t f  = ft for all t ~ T, because of 
the universal property of A. This morphism f will be denoted ( f t ) ,  and will be said 
to have components f t .  In fact, starting with f :  A -+ B, we havef  = (it.f). 
There is an important connection between limits and colimits and other adjoint 
situations, brought out in the following definition and theorem. 
DEFINITION. A functor F: A --~ B preserves limits over D iff whenever D: D -+ A 
has a limit L in A with cone p: "L" => D, then DF: D --+ B has a limit LF  in B with 
cone pF: "LF"  ~ DF. We say F preserves limits iff it preserves limits over all small 
diagrams. Also, Fpreserves monics iff m monic in A implies mF monic in B. 
We leave it to the reader to formulate the dual notions, of preserving colimits and 
epics. The following theorems are proved in [20 and 24], for example. 
THEOREM 1.6. Any right adjoint preserves limits and monics. Dually, any left adjoint 
preserves colimits and epics. 
THEOREM 1.7. Given an adjoint situation F---q G: A--+ B, the universal arrows 
~B : BGF---* B consitute a natural transformation z e: GF => B, called the counit of the 
adjunction, and the universal arrows ~A : A -+ AFG constitute a natural transformation a 
~7: A ~ FG, called the unit of the adjunction. Given the adjunction cp and B ~ I B [. 
EB : BGF--+ B is" the inverse 9-transform of the identity BG. Similarly given A c I A ], 
~A : A -+ AFG is the cp-transform of the identity AF. 
THEOREM 1.8. F, G, ~, e, as above, satisfy the triangular identities, given by 
commutativity of the diagrams 
Here B and A denote the identity functors on B and A, respectively. 
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GFG 
G e 
FGF 
and ~v/  ~1~ 
F ~F  
where GV: G =~ GFG, the "composite" of G with ~?, is defined by 
(Gv)A = VAC : AG --~ AGFG, 
and similarly for FE. Also, eG is defined by (EG)B = EBG , and similarly for ~F. Note that 
the arrows labeled F and G represent identity natural transformations. 
THEOREM 1.9. I f  F: A -+ B, G: B -+ A, ~: GF => B, and ~: A ~ FG satisfy the 
identities (T), then F ---4 G and E, ~ are the counit and unit of the adjunction. 
It might also be noted that to keep use of "co" consistent one should probably 
define ~ and ~, and counit and unit, oppositely from the way we did. For example, in 
the present erminology it is the counit of the adjunction for product which supplies 
the cones, while for coproduct the unit supplies cocones. However, the terminology is
standard. 
We say that G is a right-adjoint-left-inverse (or rali) for F iffF--~ G and the counit E 
is the identity transformation on B. This is equivalent o having F--~ G and each 
identity morphism BGF = B universal from F to B. I f  G is a rali for F, then F ---4 G 
and GF = B. Less obviously (see [10]), F has a rali G iff there is a functor G' right 
adjoint, and left inverse, to F (i.e., F --~ G' and G'F = B). Moreover, G is a rali for F 
iff there is an 7: A ~FG such that ~F =F and Crq = G. 
We wish to consider one more family of adjunction examples. A subcategory B of C 
is a reflective subcategory iff the inclusion functor has a left adjoint, called a reflector. 
Finally, there is a particular consequence of Theorem 1.6 which will be important 
later. Note that A N is Nat(N, A), or equivalently, a countable product of A with itself. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let A and B be categories with countable coproducts, and let l i t  
denote particular functors A N --~ A and B N --~ B, respectively, left adjoint to their . . . .  
functors. Let F: A -+ B preserve countable coproducts. Then there is a natural isomorphism 
(for A ~ (At) ~ ]A  N [) 
dA : F(HtAt)  --~ H~F(At) 
offunctorsAN--~B. 
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1.3. Canonical Cofactorization 
This subsection is an exposition of certain somewhat nonstandard material, mostly 
extracted from Kelly [18]. 
DEFINITION. A monomorphism : A -+ B in a category C is strong iff whenever 
am = eb with e epic, there is a morphism u such that 4 
A '  e B' 
commutes. 
Note that u is unique if it exists, and that if either triangle in the above diagram 
commutes, so does the other; these facts follow from assuming e epic and m monic. 
LEMMA 1.9. I f  m: A -+ B is both epic and strong monk,  then it is an isomorphism. 
Proof. In the diagram let e-- - -m,  a=A,  and b=B.  Then there is a unique 
morphism u: B --+ A such that um= B and mu = A; directly from the two triangles. 
Ds 
LEMMA 1.10. .4 composite ram' of  strong monics is strong monic. 
Proof. Let atom' = eb, with e epic. Because m' is strong, there is a morphism u' 
such that eu' = am. Then m strong implies there is a u such that um z u' and eu = a. 
This is the u needed to show mm' strong. [ ]  
LEr~IMA 1. I 1. I f  mg is strong monic, so is m. 
Proof. Let am eb with e epic. Then amg = ebg, and mg strong gives u such that 
eu = a. Thus m is also strong. []  
e 
A ,B  
A,  m g ~B ,C  
DEFINITION. The intersection of a family m i : A i ~ B of monies is the (inverse) 
limit of the diagram containing all of them (this construction is also called the fibred 
product). 
The exotic heads and tails on the arrows in this diagram indicate that e is epic and that 
m is monic. 
5 The "box" indicates termination of a proof. 
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If C is this limit object, note that the resulting morphism m: C ~ B, equal to each 
pimi , where Pi : C --+ A i are projections, is monic. 
LEMMA 1.12. An intersection of strong monics is strong monic. 
Proof. Let m s : Ai  ~ B be strong monic, and let P l  : C - -+- /1  i be the intersection, 
noting that m = p,m i : C -+ B is independent of i. Let ap im i = eb, with e epic. Since 
m s is strong, there is a unique ui such that 
A '  e ~ B' 
b 
Ai ~B 
commutes. Since C is a limit, there is a morphism u: B' --~ C such that upi = u~ for all i. 
Then up,mi z b, and thus p,m i = m is a strong monic. [] 
DEFINITION. A factorization of f: A--+ B as A--~ C--~ B with m strong monic 
and e epic is called a canonical cofactorization of f .  
PROPOSITION 1.13. I f  ag = fb and f ,  g have canonical cofactorizations em and e' m', 
respectively, then there is a unique c such that 
commutes. 
Proof. 
e m 
A ~C ~B 
A' " , C'-----+m' B' 
Apply the definition of strong monic for m' to the diagram 
A e--~C 
~ I [] 
m" 
C' , B'  
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COROLLaanY 1.14. Canonical cofactorizations are essentially unique, in the sense that 
if f =em = e'm' are two such, there is a unique isomorphism c such that 
C 
/1 \  
A 1~ B 
C' 
commutes. 
Proof. Let a = A, b --~ b in Proposition 1.13. Then c is epic because c = e' is, 
and is strong monic because cm' = m (by Lemma 1.11). Thus c is an isomorphism by 
Lemma 1.9. [] 
Note that in a canonical cofactorization A ~ B = A -~ C -~ B, e is the coimage 
"" C' ~ B is any other factorization o f f  with e' epic, there off, in the sense that if A --~ 
is a unique epic u: C' ~ C such that 
A e' >. C '  
C m B 
commutes, by the definition of strong monic. One also calls m (and sometimes C) 
the strong image off ,  and notes that it is an extremal monic, in the sense that f  factors 
through no proper quotient of C; however, it need not be an image in the usual sense 
at all. Strong monics (and sometimes their domains) are also called strong subobjects 
of their codomain objects. 
LEMMA 1.15. I f  C has equalizers and e: A --~ C factors through no proper strong 
subobject of C, then e is epic. 
Proof. I f  ex z ey, then e factors the equalizer q of x, y, which is a strong subobject 
of C. Therefore the equalizer map is invertible, and x = y. [] 
A 
e 
,C  ~B 
E 
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The following criterion is a weakening of the dual of one in Kelly [18], but first some 
convenient terminology. 
DEFINITION. A category C is well-powered iff each object has only a set of subjects. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. A complete well-powered category has canonical cofactorizations. 
Proof. Completeness implies intersections and equalizers, and these are all that 
are actually required for the proof. Given f: ,4 --+ B, let m: C--+ B be the intersection 
of all strong monics through whichf factors, and thus the smallest such (Lemma 1.11). 
Say f  = em. Then e factors through no proper strong suboject of C, and is therefore 
epic by Lemma 1.15. [] 
It might be noted that for many purposes in this paper, the weaker notion of "regular 
factorization" (see [18]) would suffice, or even some general notion of "~-dg 
factorization." 
2. CLOSED ~IoNOIDAL CATEGORIES 
This section develops a fundamental concept used throughout the paper. The exact 
name is "closed symmetric monoidal category," but we may omit "symmetric," 
depending on context. Kelly and Mac Lane [19] prove a coherence theorem for such 
categories; although we could use this theorem, we prefer to avoid it in the interests 
of simplicity. Following some basic definitions and properties, we give a number of 
examples; these are the bases for the various machine theories in the continuation [10] 
of this paper. Some readers might well prefer to skim the examples in Sections 2.2-2.4 
and perhaps the applications in [10], before reading all the theory. See also [20]. 
There is actually a more general notion of closed category (see Eilenberg and Kelley 
[5]), but we shall see that the more special case developed here is adequate for our 
purpose, in that it gives realization theories as good as, or better than, the classical 
ones. 
2.1. Basic Definitions and Properties 
We begin with somewhat less structured environments than those eventually 
required for minimal realization, because many intermediate r sults do not require 
the full structure. 
DEFINITION. A monoidal category has the following as data: a category C; a 
functor @: C x C -+C whose values are written A @B and f@g rather than 
@(A, B) and @(f, g); an object 1 E [ C [; and natural isomorphisms 
a~ : (n | B) | C ~ n | (B | C), 
rA : A @I - *  A, 
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and 
/.4 : I @ A --+ A; 
all subject to the condition that for all A, B, C, D ~ I C [ 
commute: 
( (A@B)@C)QD a , (A |174  
(CI) ,~9 
a 
(A @ (B @ C)) @D 
(c2) 
and 
(C3) 
the following diagrams 
a A@(B@(C@D))  
T A|  
, A@((BQC)  QD)  
a 
(A |174  , A |174  
A@B 
li = rl : I@I - - -~ I .  
Then it can be shown (see MacLane [20]) that (C2) and (C3) imply 
(CR) 
and 
(CL) 
a 
(A@B)@I  , A@(B@I)  
A@B 
a 
( I@A)@B , I@(A@B)  
A@B 
Note the systematic omission of subscripts on a, r, l; they can always be inferred from 
the domain and codomains. 
DEFINITION. A symmetric monoidal category has the following as data: a category C; 
a functor | C • C ~ C; an object I ~[C  ]; and natural isomorphisms 
aA~c : (n | B) | C --- A | (B | C). 
r~ : A @I- -~ A, 
lA : I @ A --+ A; and 
CAS : A @B-*  B @A; 
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subject o commutativity of the diagrams (C1), (C2), (C3), and 
C 
(C4) A @ B , B @ A 
A@B 
r 
(C5) B @I  , B 
\ / 
IQB 
(C6) 
a r (A|174 ,A|174 ,(B|174 
c| 1o 
(B | | C a, B | (A | C) B| B | (C | A) 
DEFINITION. A closed symmetric monoidal category is a symmetric monoidal category 
with a functor [ ,  ]: C ~ • C --~ C which is right adjoint to @ in the sense that there 
is a natural isomorphism 
(C7) q0AnC : C(A | B, C) --+ C(A, [B, C]) 
of the two set (or class) valued functors on C op • C ~ • C indicated above. 
Note that in the diagrams we have omitted subscripts on the natural isomorphisms 
a, r, l, c, as these are determined by context. Also recall that identity morphisms are 
denoted by the corresponding objects. 
As already noted, the shorter name "closed monoidal" may be used for "closed 
symmetric monoidal." For all three concepts, one says that C is such a category, 
omitting explicit mention of the other data. Call | the product or tensor product of C. 
Often it is just ordinary binary Cartesian product, x in which case C is called Cartesian 
or Cartesian closed, as appropriate. The object I is called the identity of C. The 
transformation a, r, l, and c are said to give associative, rigkt identity, left identity, and 
commutative (or symmetry) laws for C. Note that any category with binary Cartesian 
product and a terminal object is automatically (Cartesian) symmetric monoidal, 
because these laws always hold for binary Cartesian product. 
The functor, [ ,  ] is called the internal horn functor, when it exists. This is because 
there is a natural forgetful functor ] [: C --~ Set such that [ [A, B] ] is naturally 
isomorphic to the ordinary set-valued hom functor C(A, B), as will be seen soon. 
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In a closed symmetric monoidal category, the commutative law also gives natural 
isomorphisms 
C(B @ A, C) ~ C(A @ B, C) --* C(A, [B, C]) -+ C(B, [A, C]). 
Thus we have adjunctions _|  B ---4 [B, _] for fixed B, and A @_ --~ [A, _] for fixed 
A; that is, the functors A @_ and _@ B are both left adjoints in the ordinary sense 
(Section 1.2). Actually, in the presence of symmetry, either of these adjunctions suffices 
to give the other, and the stronger adjunction in the definition of closed monoidal 
category. The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.6. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The C endofunctors A @_ and _@ B preserve whatever colimits 
exist in C; they also preserve pimorphisms. 
We shall actually find a consequence of this (and Proposition 1.10) the most useful. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. I f  C has countable coproducts, and if A, B, As, Bt ~ I C [ for 
s, t e N, then there exist natural isomorphisms 
A @ I_I,B, --~ I_[,(A @ B,) 
(LLA,) | B ~ l l,(As | B) 
(l LA,) | (ILBd -~ l L.,(A, | Bd. 
Of course, if binary coproducts, denoted I_I, exist in C, we have a natural iso- 
morphism 
A @ (B ILl C) -+ (A @ B) I_[ (A @ C). 
For obvious reasons all these isomorphisms are called distributive laws, and are usually 
designated AB, dA~ c , etc. 
We also need some other consequences of the adjunction. Letting A = I in (C7), 
we get natural isomorphisms 
C(B, C) ~ C(I | B, C) ~ C(I, [B, C]), 
so that if we define [ A r = C(/, A), it follows that [[B, C] [ ~= C(B, C), as claimed 
earlier. The forgetful functor ] [ = C(I, ): C --+ Set is faithful i f f I  is a generator in C; 
we have no need to assume faithfulness here. 
Every adjunction has its unit and counit (see Theorem 1.7), gotten as the adjoint 
transform of the appropriate identities. In a closed monoidal category, the adjunction 
_@ B--~ [B, ] has unit ~A~ :A---~ [B, A, |  obtained in (C7) as the adjoint 
transform of r = A @ B. The counit, called evaluation, is VBC : [B, C] @ B -~ C, 
obtained in (C7) as the inverse adjoint transform of A = [B, C]. These satisfy the 
triangular identities of Theorem 1.8, which gives the following. 
571/~o/I-2 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. In any closed monoidal category, the diagrams 
(c8) 
and 
8 
[B, A] , [B, [B, .41 @ B] 
[B, n] 
(C9) 
commute. 
~| 
A@B , [B ,A@B]@B 
A@B 
A particular application of these facts will be used later. Given f: A @ B -+ C in 
C, denote its adjoint transform by go(f): A -~ [B, C], and note that 
go(f) @ B: .4 @ B -+ [B, C] @ B. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (go(f) @ B) VBc = f, and go(f) = 8AB[B, f].  
Actually, the corresponding general result involving 4, ~?, e, holds for any adjunction, 
and can be proved from Theorem 1.8 and naturality. This result does not seem to be 
explicit in the standard literature, bnt is important later here. 
The binary functor @: C X C --* C can be iterated to yield multifunctors 
C xC  xC-~C,  
and so on. Because this especially interests us in the case where all arguments are 
equal, we recursively define a special notation. 
DEFINITION. LetX~ ] C [. Then @~ = I, @IXI= X, and @t+IX = (@tX) @ X, 
for t ~0.  
The associative law can be extended recursively to an "exponential" aw for these 
tensor powers. Given X ~ [ C 1 again, define a~~ (@sX) @ (@~ --* @sX to be 
r| ; define a~l: (@~X) @ (@xX) ---- (@sX) @ X--* @~+~X to be the identity; and 
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define a~t+t: (@sX) | (|  --~ @s+~+IX to be the composite 
a--1 
(@~ x) @ ((| x) | x) , ((| x) @ (@ x)) @ x 
a X @X (@S+t X)  (~ X = | X .  
Then we easily have the following by induction. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For fixed nonnegative integers , t, a x .s't" (@"X) @ (@tX)~ @~+*X 
is a natural isomorphism of C endofunctors. 
It is of course convenient to omit the X from a~ ~ when context permits. 
2.2. Discrete Structure 
The category Set of sets is Cartesian closed (that is, | ----- X ) with I any one point 
set, say 1. Then the associativity, identity, and symmetry transformations are the 
obvious ones, and [A, B] is Set(A, B), the set of all maps A --* B. The diagrams 
(C1)-(C6) are easy to verify. In general, a right adjoint [ ,  ] to (Cartesian) product 
functor is called an exponential, and [A, B] is often denoted B A. The reason for this 
is that the adjunction (C7) in Set takes the form of an exponential law 
C A• ~ (C~p, 
as is easily verified. Evaluation VBc : C B X B ~ C is actually evaluation, being defined 
by ( f ,  b) ~-+f(b) fo r f~ C B, b E B. The transformation 3AB : A --~ (A X B) B is defined 
by 8~s(a): b v+ (a, b) for a ~ A, b ~ B. The forgetful functor I - I z Set( l ,  _) is 
naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on Set, since for any set A, the morphisms 
1--~ A correspond bijectively with the points of A. The iterated products of A, 
Q"A = x ~A, usually denoted A n, are (naturally isomorphic to) the exponential (or 
horn) sets A[ hI, i.e., Set([n], A), where [n] = {1, 2 , . ,  n} for n ~ 1 and [0] = ~.  
Coproduct is disjoint union, so that for example the object LIt@*.k" = I_LX t is what is 
often denoted X*, the underlying set of the free monoid generated by X. The reader 
not previously familiar with closed categories will find it instructive to verify that 
the assertions in the previous subsection hold for the category Set. 
Subcategories of a given closed monoidal category are often of interest. This is 
particularly true if the subcategory satisfies ome sort of finiteness condition, so that 
the realization constructions can be given algorithmically (see [10]). Set has Fin, the 
full subcategory whose objects are the finite sets, as a sub closed monoidal category. 
Thus, A, B ~ ] F in [ implies A X B ~ [ F in ], Set(A, B) = [A, B] ~ ] F in ], and of 
course 1 ~ [ F in/ .  The various natural isomorphisms in the closed monoidal structure 
of Set all restrict suitably to Fin, so that is is a closed category itself. It is a subclosed 
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monoidal category in the sense that its closed monoidal structure is the restriction of 
that on Set. 
2.3. Linear Structure 
Let K be a commutative ring with unit. We consider the category of K-modules, 
which we denote LinK, to emphasize the fact that these categories embody linear 
structure, as is especially familiar in case K is a field; we speak of K-linear structure 
rather than/<-module structure. The reader may assume K is a field, or even that 
K is the reals, if it renders results more vivid. 
There are natural choices for product and internal horn in LinK. Linx(A, B) has 
a natural K-linear structure with pointwise scalar multiplication and addition, namely, 
define k "f: A --~ B by (k "f)(a) = k "f(a) for k E K, f :  A ~ B, and define f + g by 
( f  + g)(a) = f(a) @ g(a) for a ~ A and f, g: A --+ B. First choice for product is the 
usual Cartesian, .4 • B = {(a, b> ] a ~ A, b ~ B}, with the evident addition and scalar 
multiplication. Then I would be the zero module, 0 = {0}. However, these choices 
do not give a closed monoidal category. In fact, Ling cannot be given a Cartesian 
closed structure, because there is no right adjoint to Cartesian product. For if there 
were, a distributive law 
A • (B+C)~A •  • C 
would hold, where the binary coproduct B a C is indicated as a "sum" B + C. But 
in Ling, B + C is the same thing as B • C; more precisely, Linlc has a "biproduct," 
which is both Cartesian product and coproduct (see Mitchell [23], p. 27). Thus the 
distributive law becomes A + (B + C)~ (A + B) + (A + C), which is certainly 
false i ra  + A ~ A; for example, i ra  is the K-module K. 
One prefers to use Cartesian product in Ling because then a machine in Ling is an 
ordinary linear discrete time machine. That Ling is not Cartesian closed becomes a
surprising advantage rather than an embarassment when we see in [10] that linear 
machines are more easily and appropriately treated in an affine category. 
The internal horn functor [A, B] = Ling(A, B) with the previous K-linear structure 
is part of a closed monoidal structure for LinK, in which @ is K-tensor product, @K 9 
Then the unit I for @K is K, and the adjunction @ ---4 [ ,  ] is well known; indeed it 
is often used to define tensor product. Note that A @K B can be defined concretely 
as the free K-module generated by the set of all pairs in A • B, modulo a certain 
K-linear equivalence relation; see [21]. It is easy to find the natural isomorphisms 
a, r, l, c, and to verify the conditions (C1)-(C6). Evaluation is the usual function 
evaluation, as in Set, and ~ is also the same as in Set. Since K-linear maps K--~ A 
correspond bijectively with points in A, the forgetful functor [ ]=  Ling(K, ) is 
naturally isomorphic to the usual forgetful functor on L ing.  
There is a full subclosed monoidal category with objects satisfying a finiteness 
condition. Let Fl inx be the full subcategory of Ling whose objects are the finitely 
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generated K-modules. It is easily verified that the restriction of the closed monoidal 
structure on Lin x to Fl inx yields a closed monoidal structure for Fl in~. 
2.4. Affine Structure 
The results of this subsection seem to be new, although Affx is equivalent to the 
category of "affine spaces" in Mac Lane and Birkhoff [21]. 
Again let K be a commutative ring with unit. In this subsection we consider the 
category AffK whose objects are just the usual K-modules, but whose morphisms are 
affine, where f :  A -~ B is K-affine, for .4, B, K-modules, iff f (a )  = g(a) + b for all 
a EA, where g: A - -+B is K-linear and b ~B. Then K-modules and K-affine 
morphisms form a category AffK. We now show this category is closed, and in [I0] 
we show that it gives a convenient language for discrete-time linear system theory. 
LEMMA 2.6. I f  f :  A--~ B is affine, then f (a  + a') = f (a )  + f (a ' )  --  f(O). 
Proof. Say f = g + b. Clearly b = f(0). Then f (a  + a') = g(a) + g(a') + b = 
(g(a) + b) + (g(a') + b) --  b = f (a )  + f (a ' )  --  b. [] 
The set AffK(A,' B) of K-affine morphisms from A to B has a natural K-module 
structure under pointwise addition and scalar multiplication; take this to be the internal 
horn functor [A, B]. It has a left adjoint, the affine tensor product A @ KB which we 
define in terms of the ordinary tensor product as (A @K B) + A + B. Then it is 
clear that I -- {0} serves as an identity for @x, though it is no longer an initial object. 
There are obvious associative and commutative isomorphisms, and the conditions 
(C1)-(C6) are easily verified. But the adjunction needs some preliminary results, 
similar to those often used for ordinary tensor product. Hereafter we freely omit K as 
a prefix. 
DEFINITION. f :  A • B--+ C is biaffine iff f(a, _): B--+ C and f (_  , b): A --~ C are 
affine for each fixed a ~ A, b 6 B. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Any biaffine f: A • B --~ C can be uniquely written in the form 
f(a, b) ~ g(a, b) + h'(a) + h(b) + c, where g: A • B --+ C is bilinear, h' : A ~ C and 
h: B ~ C are linear, and c ~ C. 
Proof. For a fixed a ~ A, f (a ,  _) is affine, and is therefore of the form ga(-) + ca, 
for uniquely determined ga : B -+ C and Ca ~ C (namely, ca ---- f (a ,  0) and ga(-) ---- 
f(a, _) -- ca). Similarly, for a fixed b ~ B, f ( _  , b) ~ g((_)  + %' for unique gb': A --~ C 
and cb' ~ C. Now note that f(0, 0) = go(0) + Co ---- go'(0) + Co', so that c o = c o' since 
g0(0) = go'(0) = 0. Hereafter denote co = c o' by c. Furthermore f(0, b) = go(b) + c = 
g((0) + c( ~- c(. Therefore c(  -~ go(b) + c. Similarly, c a = go'(a) + c. We let 
go'(a) = h'(a) and go(b) -~ h(b). Then f (a ,  b) -~ ga(b) + ca = ga(b) + h'(a) + c, and 
also 
f (a ,  b) = g((a)  + h(b) + c. (*) 
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Therefore, g,~(b) - -  h(b) + c = gb'(a)  - -  h ' (a)  q -  c, so that 
ga(b) -- h(b) = g((a) --  It'(a). (**) 
Take this difference to be g(a, b). Then we claim g(a, b) is bilinear: for a fixed b ~ B, 
the right-hand side of (**) is linear in a since each summand is; similarly for fixed 
a E A, the left hand side is linear in b. Therefore, f(a, b) = g(a, b) + h'(a) + h(a) + c, 
by substitution of (**) = g(a, b) into (*). Uniqueness of this form follows by appro- 
priate substitutions of 0 for a, b. [] 
PROPOSITION 2.8. There is a universal biaffine map @: A • B--+ A @ B; i.e., 
any biaffine f: A X B ~ C is @u for a unique affine u: A @ B ~ C. 
| 
A NB ~ A@B 
\ /  
C 
Proof. Define @(a, b) to be (a @ b) + a + b in (A @ B) + A + B. Now use 2.7 
to represent f(a, b) as g(a, b) + h'(a) + h(b) + c. Then u(@{0, 0)) = u(0) must 
equal f(0, 0) = c; u(@{a, 0)) = u(a) must equal h'(a) + c; u(@{0, b)) = u(b) must 
equal h(b)+c;  and u(@{a,b) )=u( (a@b)+a+b)  must equal f (a ,b)  = 
g(a, b) + h'(a) + h(b) + c. Then by Lemma 2.6, u(a @ b) = u((a @ b) + a + b) --  
u(a) -- u(b) + 2c = (g(a, b) + h'(a) + h(b) + c) --  (h'(a) + c) --  (h(b) + c) + 2c = 
g(a, b) + c. Therefore u(a @ b + a' + b') = g(a, b) + h'(a') + h(b') + c. And clearly 
this definition of u satisfies the required condition. [] 
This universal property could be taken as the definition of affine tensor product 
because the codomain of a universal biaffine map with domain A X B is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
Let Biaffx(A, B; C) denote the class of all biaffine maps A • B --~ C. Then we 
have shown above that 
Biaffx(A, B; C) ~ Afft~(A @ KB, C); (A1) 
and moreover the isomorphism is natural in A, B, C. It is also easy to prove that there 
is an isomorphism 
niaff(A, B; C) ~ Aft(A, A•B, C)) (A2) 
natural in A, B, C, given by sending a biaffine map f :  A X B --+ C to the map 
A ~ Aft(B, C) which sends a tof(a,  _). We therefore have the following. 
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TttEOREM 2.9. @r --q Affr( , ). 
As with the category Ling of K-modules with linear morphisms, the finitely 
generated modules give a full subcategory which is actually a subclosed category. 
Denote it FaffK. 
2.5. Continuous Structure 
In this subsection we assume previous familiarity with ordinary general topology, 
as found for example in Kelley [17]. The ordinary set product of two spaces, endowed 
with the product opology, is the Cartesian product in the category Top of all topo- 
logical spaces (with continuous maps as morphisms). One might hope that Top is 
Cartesian closed. Unfortunately, this is not so. But there are various Cartesian closed 
full subcategories, the most notable of which is probably the category of Kelley spaces 
(also called compactly generated spaces); this category is simply defined and contains 
all the spaces of ordinary geometry. 
DEFINITION. A Kelley space (or compactly generated Hausdorff space) X is a 
Hausdorff topological space X such that A _C X is closed in X if A n C is closed in C, 
for each closed compact subset C of X. If X is any topological space, let Ke(X) be the 
topological space on the set X with topology defined by: A _C X is closed in Ke(X) 
iff A n C is closed in C for each subset C C X compact in the original topology. 
he(X) has been called the Kelleyfication of X. 
Note that f: Ke(X) -+ Y is continuous iff f is continuous on each compact subset 
of X. We let Kell denote the full subcategory of Top whose objects are Kelley spaces, 
TnEOREr~I 2.11. Kell is Cartesian closed. In particular, for X, Y e lKe l l  I, 
X @ Y = Ke(X • Y) is the Cartesianproduct, where • denotes the ordinary topological 
product, and its right adjoint [X, Y] is Ke(Cot(X, Y)), where Cot(X, Y) denotes the set 
Top(X, Y) endowed with the compact open topology. 
We do not prove this theorem here; for methods already in Kelley [17] show that 
evaluation is continuous and universal. 
There is a notion of compact generation for not necessarily Hausdorff spaces uch 
that the resulting category is also Cartesian closed, and there are many other closed 
categories of topological spaces (see Day [3]). But Kelley spaces uffice for the theory 
of discrete-time continuous pace machines in [I0]. 
3. SOME ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES IN MONOIDAL CATEGORIES 
To unify the theories of groups, algebraic groups, topological groups, Lie groups, 
etc., Eckman and Hilton [4] introduced the concept of a group in a category. The 
analogous program in machine theory uses the concepts of a monoid, and of an action 
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of a monoid on an object, in a monoidal category; these concepts are important in 
category theory itself (see MacLane [20]). Our machine theory also needs monadic 
algebras in monoidal categories, as well as "pointed" actions and "pointed" monadic 
algebras. The latter structure is particularly important, and is called an X-module, 
not so much for consonance with mathematical swith linear systems terminology (see 
Kalman [14]). It could be said that this section treats generalized "dynamical" or 
"transition" systems, while the next section adds the structure required to handle the 
outputs in "machines," and their behaviors. 
Throughout this section, C is at least a monoidal category; additional assumptions 
are announced as needed. 
DEFINITION. A monoid in C is a triple <M,/z, i>, where M ~ I C [, t~: M @ M--+ M 
and i: I -+  M in C, such that 
and 
(MQM)(DM ~,| MQM 
M @ (M @ M) 
M| 1 
MQM ~' ~M 
MQI  M| M(~M i| I@M 
M 
commute. We call ~ the multiplication and i the identity of M; usually we denote 
<M, ~, i} by just M. The diagrams are called the associative and idemity laws, respec- 
tively. A morphism M ~ M'  of monoids in C is a morphism h: M---~ M'  in e such that 
and 
M@M h| M '@M'  I 
.l I. / / \  
h h 
M ~ M'  M ~ M'  
commute. Of course, h is often called a homomorphism. 
It is easy to see that identity maps are monoid morphisms, and that the composite 
of two monoid morphisms is another. Thus, there is a category 1VIon(C) of monoids 
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in C, denoted just l~Ion if C is clear from context. Note that there is an obvious forgetful 
functor U: Mon(C) --~ C. 
For example, it is not difficult to see that a monoid in Lin K using tensor product @K, 
for K a communitive ring with unit, is what is often called a K-algebra; see [21]. 
Now let C be a closed symmetric monoidal category with countable coproducts. 
Then for X ~ [C l, we can define X* ---- HtQtX ,  where we mean (by convention) 
the coproduct over t e N; we can also define an "identiy" i0 : I--+ X* to be the 0-th 
injection to the coproduct, and a "multiplication"/z: X* Q X*--~ X* to be the composite 
(Hr | x)  | (U, | x)  ~ H~.8 (| X) | (| X) --~ H,.~ | x <~,+,>,e. x*, 
where the first isomorphism comes from the distributive law (Corollary 2.2), the 
second is ur.~ ~ 1 a r.sx (see Proposition 2.5), and the third morphism is defined by letting 
its r, s-component be the injection it+ 8 : | --~ X*  of the coproduct. For a proof 
of the following result, see pp. 168-169 of MacLane [20]. 
THEOREM 3. I. I f  C is a closed symmetric monoidal category with countable coproducts, 
then (X *, t~, io) is a monoid in C. 
Returning to our example, C -~ L in t ,  X* is what is often called the tensor algebra 
of X; see [21] again. Note that if X = K, X* is (isomorphic to) the K-algebra K[X]  
of K-polynomials in one indeterminant. But if X is a free K-module on n > 1 gener- 
ators, X* is not the polynomial algebra on the generators of X, because these fail to 
commute in X*. 
If f :  X -+ Y in C, let f *  = ]_[,| X* - *  Y*. By functorality of the coproduct 
and @~ constructions, if also g: Y--~ Z in C, then (fg)* = f 'g* :  X* ~ Z*. Moreover, 
f*  is a monoid morphism. Thus, *: C --~ l~Ion(C) is a functor. It can be shown that it 
is left adjoint to the forgetful functor U: l~tlon(C) --~ C, thus showing that X* is 
the free monoid in C generated by X; see MacLane [20, pp. 168-169], again. For 
further information on monoids in categories, ee [12]. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a monoid in C. Then right M-action in C is a morphism 
a: S | M -+ S in C such that 
S@(M@M) s |174  S@I  s| ,S@M 
S@M * S S 
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commute, where i and/~ are the identity and multiplication of M. Call the codomain 
S of ~ the underlying object of ~. A morphism h: ~ --~ ~' of right M-actions is a morphism 
h: S -+ S' in C such that 
commutes. 
SQM )S  
lh| ~h 
S '@M , S' 
Since we consider only right 6 actions, we shall call them just actions. Clearly the 
M-actions and their morphisms form a category Actm(c) ,  or Act  M, and there is a 
forgetful functor ActM(C) --~ C. 
DEFINITION. Let X~[C ]. Then an X-monadic algebra in C is a morphism 
3: S (~) X -+ S in C; call S the underlying object of 3. A morphism h: 3 --+ 3' of 
X-monadic algebras in C is a morphism h: S --+ S' in C such that 
commutes. 
SQX ,S  
;h~x ~h 
S '@X )S '  
As usual, we get a category MondX(C) or Mond x of X-monadic algebras in C, 
and an underlying functor to C. The reader familiar with automaton theory (or topo- 
logical dynamics) will recognize in these concepts the notion of a transition (or 
dynamical) system; the next result shows that we have two equivalent ways of looking 
at it. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C be closed symmetric monoidal with countable coproducts. Then 
Act  X* ~ Mond x. 
Proof. Define F: Ac t  X* -+ Mond x by sending ~: S (~ X* -+ S to the composite 
S@X S@i l ) . s@X*  cx , S, 
A 
denoted &, and sending h: S--+ S'  (as h: ~--+ a') to h: S--+ S '  (as h: &--+ ~'). Clearly 
this is an X-monadic algebra morphism. 
Define G: Mond x -+ Act  x* by sending 3: S @ X-+ S to 3+: S (~ X* --~ S, 
defined to be the composite 
S | X* ~ I_I, S | | X <c,> S 
6 Goguen [8] considers in effect actions on the other side, but this is because composition is
given there in the "unnatural" but more common order. 
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where the second map is defined by giving its components c, : S @ (@*X) ~ S, which 
are defined inductively by letting Co : S @ I ~ S be re, and Ct+l be the composite 
S |174174174174174174174 c'| S | X ~ , S. 
We leave the reader to verify that 8 + is an X*-action. Then G is clearly functorial. 
It remains to check that GF and FG are identities, but the first is obvious, and the 
second is straightforward. [] 
We now provide a systematic way of treating initial states. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a monoid in C. Then a pointed right M-action is a triple 
(S, ~, a), where c~: S @ M--+ S is a right -~l-action and a:I-+ S a morphism in C. 
A morphism of pointed M-actions h: (S, % a) --+ (S' ,  a', a ' )  is a morphism h: a --~ a' 
of the M-actions such that 
I 
/ \  
h 
S ~S '  
commutes. 
The resulting category is denoted Act.M(C) or Act.  M. We call a the point. The 
corresponding "pointed X-monadic algebras" are, however, given a shorter name. 
DEFINITION. An X-module in C is a quadruple (X, S, 3, a), where ~: S @ X--~ S 
is an X-monadic algebra and a : I - -~ S in C. A morphism of X-modules in C is a 
morphism h of the corresponding X-monadic algebras uch that 
I 
/ \  
h 
S ,S '  
commutes. 
Let 19IodX(C) or 19Iod x denote the category of X-modules in 12. Here and hereafter 
let C be a closed symmetric monoidal category with countable coproducts. As an 
immediate corollary of Theorem 3.2 we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.3. Act.  x* ~ Mod x. 
It now follows that (X, X*,/2, io) is an X-module, since (X*,/z, i0) is easily seen 
to be a pointed X*-action. 
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THEOREM 3.4. (X, X*,/2, to) is an initial X-module. That is, for any X-module, 
(X,  S, 3, a), there is a unique morphism X* -~ S of X-modules, which we shall denote 3+. 
Proof. First notice that/2: X* | X ~ X* is the composite 
(H~ | x) | x % H~>0 | x ) x* 
where the second morphism is the "inclusion" with components i~, for t ~ 0. The 
mapping 3+: X* -+ S is defined by giving its components 3~+: | S, and is an 
X-module morphism iff for each t >/0 
(| x) | x 
~|  
SQX 
commutes, and also 
a' ~ | X 
18,+§ 
8 
,S  
I 
/ \  
8+ 
X* ~ S 
commutes, i.e., 30+ = q. Now assuming 3~ + defined, by commutativity of the first 
diagram above, we must have 3++1 = (/2t)-1(3~ + @ X)3, noting that fit is the iso- 
morphism a~ 1. Thus, the condition of being an X-module morphism uniquely 
determines 3 +. [] 
The symbol 3 + is used to denote two different rnorphisms, but this will cause no 
problem because context will indicate which is meant. 
DEFINITION. An X-module (X, S, 3, a) is reachable iff 3 + is an epimorphism in C. 
Reachability in one guise or another is one of the most useful concepts in both 
automaton and linear systems theory, and it is crucial to this paper. 
Because of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, (X*, ~, i0) is an initial pointed X*-aetion, and 
3+: X* --+ S is a morphism of X*-actions. In particular, 
X* | X* ) X* 
18+| ~8§ 
8+ 
S|  ,S  
commutes. 
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Composing this with the left identity law for X*, 
I |  
X* @ X* " 9 X* 
we get the following, which will be used later. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. 
commutes. 
I @ X* 9 X* 
~ox* ~ ~+ 
~+ 
S@X* 9 S 
The next result, though of relatively minor interest in the study of generalized 
dynamic or transition systems per se, does play a crucial role in the minimal realization 
constructions of Section 5. 
THEOREM 3.6. Xf C is a closed symmetric monoidal category with canonical cofactori- 
zations, then ModX(C) has coimages. 
Proof. Let f: S -+ S' be an X-module morphism, and let S s~ s , ,  S' be 
the canonical cofactorization i  C, where fc : S- -* f (S)  is the eoimage in C and f~ 
is strong monic. Note that this cofactorization i duces another, 
S@XS~174 f (S)@XSm| S 'GX,  
and that fc @ X is epic in C, because _(~ X, being a left adjoint, preserves epics 
(Theorem 1.6). Now consider the diagram 
s@x 
S 
A| . f ( s )  | x 
,p  ,p  ,~  S 
. s  
.,~ f,~| 
S,  S 
s' |  
s 
s 
/ ( s )  .... 
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obtained from the morphism condition for f and these factorizations. The diagonal 
exists because fm is strong monic and f~ @ X is epic in C. Let 0: I-,f(s) be the 
composite I.s S s~ ,~f(s). Then (x , f ( s ) ,  ~,5) is an X-module, and fc and fm are 
X-module morphisms. 
It remains to show that fe : S--~f(S) is the coimage in 19Iod x. Suppose that 
~o ~ S' S -----~- S o ~ is a factorization o f f  in Mod x and consider the diagram 
](s)/"~--~ 
t -  q| So/ | X 
/ 
S'@X 
/ '  / x.s~ 
S' 
in which q: S O --*f(s) is the unique epic in C factoring fe through f0 arising from 
f ( s )  being the coimage. Then q | X: S O | X- -~f (s )  @ X is epic (Theorem 1.6 
again) and factors fc @ X through f0 | X. To complete the proof, we need only 
show that q is an X-module morphism, i.e., neglecting the easy argument about points, 
that the inside quadralateral 
So | X ~o , So 
l q| ~ q 
f (S)  | X ~ 9 f (S)  
commutes. This, however, follows from the fact that each path pre-composed with 
f0 @ X is 8f~ : S @ X ---~f(s), because f0 @ X is epic. [] 
Actually, nearly everything can be done in somewhat greater generality. For example, 
in the above theorem, it suffices to have a monoidal category with canonical cofactori- 
zations in which _@ X preserves epics, as the proof clearly shows. In other cases, 
"closed symmetric monoidal category" can be replaced by "monoidal category 
satisfying the distributive laws of Corollary 2.2"; nowhere in this chapter is the internal 
horn functor used. These considerations admit some new examples, such as the 
category Top of all topological spaces, with Cartesian product. 
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4. MACHINES 
Let C be a monoidal category. 
DEFINITION. A machine M in C is (X, S, Y, 8, A, a), such that (X, S, 8, a) is an 
X-module in C, and A: S -+ Y is a morphism in C. I f  it is desired to emphasize X, we 
speak of M as an X-machine in C. M is called reachable iff its X-module is reachable. 
DEFINITION. Given machines M = (X, S, Y, 8, A, a) and M'  = (X' ,  S', Y', 8', 
A', a'), a morphism M --~ M'  of machines in C is (a, b, c), where a: X --+ X',  b: S --~ S' 
and c: Y -+ Y' are morphisms in C, such that 
commute. 
S~X 8--)-S S ~ - -  -~Y  S 
b9 l ~b , ~b ~c ,and I~b 
S '@X'~'~S '  S' a'-+Y" S" 
It is now easy to verify that we get a category with machines in C as objects and 
morphisms of machines in C as morphisms; denote it Mach(C). The subcategory of 
reachable X-machines with a = lx in all morphisms is denoted Mx(c),  for fixed 
X E [ C [. These categories are denoted Math  and M x i fC is understood from context. 
DEFINITION. From here on let C be closed symmetric monoidal with countable 
coproducts. A behavior in C is a morphism f: X* -+ Y in C, and a morph ismf -+f '  
of behaviors in C is (a, c) where a: X- -~X'  and c: Y---~ Y'  are morphisms in C, 
such that 
f X* , Y 
f, X ' *  , Y '  
commutes, where a* is the value of the functor *: C --+ Mon(C) at a. 
Obviously we get a category Beh(C) of behaviors in C. Let B x denote the full 
subcategory of behaviors with domain X*, and morphisms (X, c), for X ~ [ C ]. 
I f  M is a machine, then (X, S, 8, a) is an X-module, and Theorem 3.4 gives us 
the associated X-module morphism 8+: X* --+ S. 
DEFINITION. Given a machine M in C, let (M)E = 8+A: X* -+ Y, and given 
( a, b, c ) : M-+ M'  in Math ,  let ( a, b, c ) E /,,a, c ). Call ( ~ I)E the (external) behavior 
of M. 
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It is easy to check that (a, c} : (a, b, c}E is a morphism (M)E--~ (M')E of 
behaviors in C, so that E is a functor Mach -+ Beh, the external behavior functor. 
It is also obvious that E restricts to a functor E: 1~I x~ B x, still denoted E. 
We say that M realizes, or is a realization of, f iff (M)E : f. 
Given a behavior f: X* --* Y, we now show how to place a natural X-module 
structure on the object IX*, Y]. To define the transition morphism 
a: [X*, Y] (~ X--+ [X*, Y], 
it suffices by Theorem 3.3 to give the X*-action, and to give this it suffices to give its 
adjoint transform ([X*, Y] (~) X*) (~ X* ~ Y. This we take to be the composite 
([X*, Y] Q X*) (~) X* ~,~ [X*, Y] (~) (X* Q X*) ~| [X*, Y] (~) X* ~ > Y, 
where 1 denotes the identity on [X*, Y]. In fact, as an X*-action, [X*, Y] is cofree 
generated by Y; i.e., this construction provides a right adjoint to the forgetful functor 
Act x* -*  C. To complete the X-module structure, we need to give a point 
o s : I -+  [X*, Y]. 
This is done via its adjoint ransform I Q X* ~ Y, which is defined by the composite 
I Q X*  ~ X*  f-* Y, 
and this is where f enters. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The assignment of the X-module structure on [X*, Y] to a behavior 
f: X*  --+ Y is functorial B x --~ Mod x. 
Proof. I f  (X ,  c} : f - - * f '  in B x, with c: Y--+ Y' in C, we claim 
[X*, e]: [X*, Y] --~ [X*, Y'] 
is an X-module morphism. Thus, we must show that 
[x*, Y] [x*, Y] | x*  ~ , Ix*, Y] 
Z [x*,~] and [x*,~] | Cx*,c] 
[X*, Y'] X*  X*  [ , Y'] | , [x* ,  Y'] 
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commute. This is done by looking at the morphisms that give rise to a I and e via 
adjoint transformation. Thus commutativity of
Y 
y,  
gives commutativity of the first diagram above, while the second follows from com- 
mutativity of 
([X*, Y] | X*) | X* ~ [X*, Y] (~) (X* @ X*) [x*,vl@,, [X*, Y] @ X* , r  y 
([x*, r'] | x*) | x*L  [x*, r'] | (x* | x*) rx*'Y'~| [x*, y'] | x* "Y', Y' 
which is just a composite of squares arising from the naturality of the constructions 
involved. [] 
Since [X*, Y] is an X-module, by Theorem 3.4 there is a unique X-module 
morphism X* --* IX*, Y] which we denote jr. It is a morphism from a free object to 
a cofree object (in the underlying category Act x*) and therefore a "behavior" in the 
sense being used by Kalman. 
It turns out that f  can be factored through f, and that i f f  ~ (M)E f  can be factored 
through 3 +, giving what we call the intrinsic factorization of (M)E. We now introduce 
the necessary definitions. 
Given a machine M, define )~: S --* IX*, Y] via its adjoint ransform S (~) X* --* F, 
which is taken to be the composite 
S|  ~+ ~, ----~ S Y. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. ~ is an X-module morphism. 
Proof. We show commutativity of
S|  , S 
n+ 
[x*, Y] | x* , [x*, Y] 
571/I0/ I -3 
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and 
I 
/ \  
s , [x*, Y] 
starting with the second. It suffices to show 
I |  ~ , X* 
o| ~ Is 
S @ X * - -+ S - -~ Y 
commutes, and this follows from commutativity of 
I | X* ~ X* 
o| ~ l ~+ 
,3+ 
S|  ~ S 
which is Proposition 3.5, sincef = 3+A. 
We now show commutativity of the first diagram. Taking the adjoint transform 
of each side of that square we get the diagram 
(S@X*)@X*( | ) | ([X*, Y] @X*)@X*---~ [X*, Y] @(X*@X*)---~[X , Y] @X 
~| ~ 
S@X* , S ) Y 
which it will suffice to show commutative. But because 
(s | x*) | x*  _~ s | (x* | x*) so .  s | x*  
~+ 
S|  , S 
commutes (see Theorem 3.3), it suffices to show 
S | X* ~| [X*, Y] | X* 
l ~§ i v 
h 
S ,Y  
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commutes; but this follows from Proposition 2.4 and the fact that ,~ is the adjoint 
transform of 8+h. [] 
COROLLARY 4.3. Given a machine M, let (M)E = f, then 3+~ = f. 
Proof. 8+: X*--~ S and ~: S--+ [X*, Y] are both X-module morphisms, and so 
therefore also is their composite ~+~: X* --~ [X*, Y]. But there is one and only one 
X-module map X* --* [X*, Y], namelyf. [] 
Now define e o : [X*, Y] -+ Y to be the composite 
[X* ,Y ]~[X* ,Y ]@I  1el| [X* ,Y ]@X*  v , y.  
Note that this cannot be an X-module morphism, because Y has no X-module 
structure. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let f be a behavior. Then feo = f. 
Proof. Since each inside square below commutes 
X* ~_ X*@I  x*| , X*@X*  
[X*, Y] --~- [X*, Y] @I  [x*,rl| [X*, Y] @ X* 
so does the outside, and it therefore suffices to prove that the composite 
X*~- -X* |  x*| x* |  l| [X* ,Y ] |  ~ > Y 
equals f. But ( f  @ X*)v = txf: X*  @ X*  ~ Y, by Proposition 2.4 and the definition 
off. Therefore we must show that 
X*~X*@I  x*| X*@X*  " ,  X* f ,  Y 
equalsf. However, X* ~ X* @ I x*| X* @ X* ~ X* is the identity on X*, by 
the right identity law for the monoid X* (See Theorem 3.1), and so we are indeed left 
withf. [] 
Summarizing the preceding, we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.5 (Intrinsic factorization). Let M be a machine in a closed monoidal 
category, then (M)E = f is equal to the composite 
X* ~+, S ~ [X*,Y] e| ) > Y 
where ~+ and A are in fact X-module morphisms. 
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By this result, 8+z]e0 ~ 8+2, =f .  But 3 + epic implies 
COaOLLARY 4.6. Let M ~ [ M x ]. Then he o = ~. 
5. MINIMAL REALIZATION 
Throughout this section C is a closed symmetric monoidal category with countable 
coproducts and canonical cofactorizations. We do minimal realization once and for all 
for every such category. First we give a construction (a suitable generalization of that 
of Nerode), and then we prove it minimal, in the strong sense of participation i  an 
adjoint situation. This relies heavily on material in previous sections. Next we 
generalize to minimal realization functors in general (defined to be right-adjoint- 
left-inverses to the behavior functor) and show they have a number of desirable and 
interesting properties. Finally, we remove the restriction to a single fixed input 
object X. 
Let f: X* -~ Y be a behavior in C. We now construct a machine N I in C which 
realizes f. Let (X, $ I ,  8f, ~rl} be the X-module coimage of the X-module morphism 
f: X*--~ [X*, }7]. Recall that f is the unique X-module morphism from the initial 
X-module X* to the X-module (X, IX*, Y], ~, or1} defined in Section 4, and recall 
that coimages exist by Theorem 3.6 because of the canonical cofactorization assump- 
tion. Then the X-module morphism X* --~ Sf of the coimage is epic, and moreover 
must be 3i+ by Theorem 3.4. Let A I : S I --~ Y be the composite 
S , -4  IX*, r J  % Y 
where S I --~ IX*, Y] is the strong monic of the canonical cofactorization, and e 0 is as 
defined just before Proposition 4.4. 
DEFINITION. The Nerode realization off: X* --~ Y is N I = (X, Sf,  Y, 3i, hi, af}. 
Clearly N I is a machine in C, and is reachable by the remarks above. We now show 
it realizes f. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Given a behavior f: X* ~ Y in C, (NAE = f. 
Proof. We have to show 3I+AI = f. But, as the diagram 
X*e'~+r'x, $ I  , [X*, Y] e0 Y 
makes clear, 8f+A1 = leo, and feo = f by Proposition 4.4. [] 
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We could now show that N I is the value at f c lB  x ] of a Nerode functor 
N: B x ~ M x, but because this follows automatically from the universal property of 
N s , we show that first. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let X6]C I  and f ~ l B x [. Then each morphism ME -+ f of 
behaviors with M ~ [ M x [ is gE for a unique g: M-+ N I in M x. 3loreover the state 
component of g is epic in C. 
Proof. Any reachable X-machine M = <X, S, Y, 3, A, a) yields a factorization 
A , X* ~+~ S--~ [X , Y] for ME: X*  -+ [X*, Y] in Mod x by Corollary 4.3, where 8 + 
is epic because of reachability. 
Consider f:  X* -+ Y' and (X, c): ME-+f in  B x, where c: Y -+ Y' and 
ME 
X*  ~ Y 
f 
X*  ~ Y '  
commutes. Then by Proposition 4.1 
X* mE - - - - , -  [X*, Y] 
7 
X* , [X*, Y'] 
commutes, in Mod x. Now form N I and consider the diagram 
X*  
$I  t /  
ME .~ [X*, Y] 
Because 3 + is epic, 3+~[X *, c] = f, and 31 + is the coimage off ,  there is a unique epic 
morphism b: S -+ S I of X-modules such that the above diagram commutes (com- 
mutativity of the left front square implies commutativity of the right front because 
the composites of b~f and )~[X*, c] with 3 + are equal, and 3 + is epic). 
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We now show that g z (X ,  b, c): M--~ N I is a morphism of X-machines. Since 
(X, b) is a morphism of the corresponding X-modules, it remains to show commutati- 
vity of 
S ,Y  
$I ~ , Y' 
But this follows from Corollary 4.6 and the definition of Af by composing the right 
front commutative square of the large diagram above with the square 
[X*,Y] "~ Y 
~tx*,~] ~ 
[X*,Y'] e., y, 
which commutes by naturality of the constructions involved. 
Next, gE ~ (X ,c ) :  ME- - -~NIE z f ,  as required, and it remains to show that 
(X, b, c) is the only X-machine morphism with this property. Clearly this means 
proving uniqueness of b with this property. If b': S --~ S~ were such that 
(X ,b ' , c ) :  M--+ N I 
was also an X-machine morphism, then in particular (X, b') would be an X-module 
morphism, and 
X* .  ). S 
X* ~ S I 
would commute. But this diagram already commutes for b, and 3 + is epic, so b = b'. 
[] 
THEOREM 5.3. For X E I C [, there is a functor N: B x --~ M x such that E ~ N and 
fN  is the Nerode machine N I . Moreover NE  = B x (the identity functor). 
Proof. This is a direct application of Theorem 1.4 to the situation described in 
Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.1. [] 
THEOREM 5.4. Given f in B x, the machine N s is characterized uniquely up to iso- 
morphism in M x, by the following property, stated for M: 
for any reachable X-machine M '  and any morphism h: M 'E  ---~ f in B x, 
(M) there is a unique g: M" ~ M in M x such that gE ~ h. 
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Proof. This says that the equality ME----~f is initial in (E, f) .  See Theorems 1.1 
and 1.2. []  
THEOREM 5.5. The Nerode functor N: BX--+ 1VI x is characterized, uniquely up to 
natural isomorphism, by the condition 
E---~ N. 
Proof. This is an immediate application of Theorem 1.5. []  
DEFINITION. A machine M is minimal iff it is reachable and satisfies the universal 
condition (M) of Theorem 5.4 for its behavior f ---- ME. M is a ndnimal realization of f  
iff it is minimal and realizes f. 
It is easy to see that if M is a minimal realization off, then it satisfies the universal 
condition for that f. Indeed, any minimal machine is a minimal realization of its 
behavior. We now show this notion of minimal is equivalent to more ordinary ones. 
DEFINITION. A machine M in C is reduced iff the morphism ~: S -+ IX* Y] is 
strong monic. 
THEOREM 5.6. A machine M is minimal iff it is reachable and reduced. 
Proof. Say ~I  is minimal and ME = f. Then M = N I . Now Nf is reduced and 
reachable, because X* -~I+, S I ~ ~ IX*, Y] is the canonical cofactorization off, with 
~1 + epic and ~j strong monic. Therefore M is reduced and reachable. 
Conversely, if M = (X, S, Y, 8, A, ~r) is reduced and reachable, then 
8 + ~i 
X* , S 9 IX*, Y] 
is a canonical cofactorization off ,  so by the uniqueness of these C (Proposition 1.14) 
we have commutativity of the diagram 
S 
/ y \  
X* ~ [X*, Y], 
S 
and therefore M ~ N I . Therefore M is also minimal. []  
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COROLLARY 5.7. A machine M is a minimal realization of f iff M is reachable, 
reduced, and realizes f .  
In the following paper [10] we will see that these results allow us to conclude that 
our definition of minimal is strictly equivalent to the usual in the classical examples. 
However, we will also see cases where the usual definitions of minimality make no 
sense, and where the usual definition of reduced is wrong. As for our preference for 
the adjoint functor and universal property formulations, these are algebraically cleaner 
and clearer than other formulations, and have been studied so much in general that 
many consequences follow easily, as we now show. As for strength, note that in the 
above proof, the universal formulation uses the intrinsic factorization, where the 
reduced and reachable formulation eeds only the canonical cofactorization. 
Theorem 5.5 says that minimal realization is characterized up to isomorphism as a 
right adjoint to behavior, but we still need that the given behavior is the one realized 
rather than an isomorph of it. This means we need that realization is also a left inverse 
to behavior, as with the Nerode functor. This suggests the following as a globalization 
of the idea of Corollary 5.7. (See the remarks following Theorem 1.9, and note that 
E s is 1i, universal from E tof.)  
DEFINITION. A minimal realization functor is a right-adjoint-left-inverse to the 
behavior functor. 
Then we can consolidate the preceding as follows: 
THEOREM 5.8. The Nerode functor N: B x -+ 1~I x is a minimal realization functor. 
Hereafter in this section we assume that N is any minimal realization functor, and 
the remaining results are at this greater level of generality. We first characterize such 
functors in the same style as we have the Nerode in Theorem 5.4. 
THEOREM 5.9. N: B x --+ M x is a minimal realization functor iff NE  = B x and for 
each f c l BX l and M ~ l Mx  [ 
any morphism h: ME---~ f in B x is gE for a unique g: M-+fN in M x. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition of minimal realization functor and Theorem 
1.4. [] 
By Theorem 1.7, the adjunction E --~ N has a unit ~1: MX =~ EN, defined by letting 
~m : M-+ MEN be the universal morphism which is the adjoint transform of the 
identity on ME; or ~t  is the g arising from letting f = ME and ME ~ ME be the 
identity in the universal property (see Theorem 5.2). We call ~/M the reduction morphism 
of M, and ~ the reduction transform. 
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THEOREM 5.10. N: B x --+ M x is a minimal realization functor iff each fN  is reduced 
(or equivalently, minimal) and realizes f. 
Proof. An examination of the proof of Theorem 5.2 shows it proves this more 
generalassertion too. [] 
THEOREM 5.11. The reduction transform ~7: MX ~ EN is natural, and each ~u has 
epic state component. Moreover ~Tu satisfies the identities (,TM)E = ME (the identity 
morphism on 2~IE in B x) and ~TfN = fN  (the identity morphism on fN  in MX). 
Proof. Naturality is by Theorem 1.7, and epicity of the state component is given 
in Theorem 5.2. The two identities are just the triangular identities of Theorem 1.8 
for E~Nand NE = B x. [] 
Intuitively, these identities say that reduction preserves behavior of reachable 
machines, and has no effect on minimal machines. These are clearly very important 
properties of the minimal realization process. In fact, they are so fundamental that they 
provide yet another characterization f that process. 
THEOREM 5.12. N is a minimal realization functor iff NE  = B x and there is a 
(reduction) natural transformation 7: Mx ~ EN such that nE = E and N~ = N (where 
E, N on the right hand sides represent the identity transformations on the corresponding 
functors). 
Proof. Theorem 5.11 shows one direction. Conversely, define E: B x =~ B x by 
E I =f ,  the identity o f f~  I BX 1- Then E, N, 7, r satisfy the triangular identities, so 
that E --~ N by Theorem 1.9. But by assumption NE = B x, so N is a right-adjoint- 
left-inverse to E. [] 
Let R x denote the full subcategory of M x of all reduced machines (since machines 
in M x are already reachable, R x consists of the minmal X-machines). 
THEOREM 5.13. R x is reflective subcategory of 1~I x. 
Proof. To show the inclusion R x _C_ M x has a left adjoint R, we show for each 
M ~ [ M x I there is an object 3IR in R x and a morphism 'Tu : M -+ MR in M x such 
that for each g: M--+M'  in M x with M '  in R x there is ~Tuf or a unique f :  MR--+M'  
in R x (see Theorem 1.4). Of course, we let MR = MEN and let "/u be as in Theorem 
5.11. We know MEN is reduced, and that ~M is universal, by Theorem 1.7. []  
COROLLARY 5.14. The subcategory BXN is reflective in M x, and so is the full 
subcategory it generates. 
Proof. This was actually shown in the proof above. Note that BXN really is a 
subcategory of M x, because N is injective since it is a left inverse. [] 
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THEOREM 5.15. A minimal realization functor preserves all (inverse) limits, and also 
monics. 
Proof. Since N is a right adjoint, this is just Theorem 1.6. []  
COROLLARY 5.16. The minimal realization of a Cartesian product behavior 
f • g: X* --+ Y • Z is (isomorphic to) the Cartesian product of the separate realizations, 
( f  • g)N ~- fN  • gN. Also, the minimal realization of a subbehavior is (isomorphic to) 
a submachine of the minimal realization of the behavior. 
This is immediate from 5.15, but one should note that if C has products, so do M x 
and B x, and they can be defined in straightforward ways. 
THEOREM 5.17. The behavior functor preserves all direct limits, and also epics. 
We now remove the artificial restriction of the preceeding discussion to a single 
fixed input object X. Let B denote the subcategory of Beh with first (or input) 
components of morphisms always strong epic (the dual notion to strong monic). Let 
M denote the subcategory of l~r with only reachable machines as objects, and with 
input components of morphisms trong epic. We use the additional assumption that 
the functor [--, Y] takes strong epics to strong monics; this is the case if strong epics 
are coequalizers, as is very often true. 
It is evident hat we have E: 1VI ~ B in the usual manner. N is already defined on 
objects, and we shall use a strengthened universal property to extend it to all 
morphisms. For if we show each Cf : fNE  ~- f is universal from the extended E to f, 
by Theorem 1.4 we have N right adjoint to (this) E, and of course this N is also a 
left inverse. Thus it suffices to show the following: given f :X*--+ Y, M '= 
(X' ,  S', Y', 3', ~', a'), and (a, c): M'E--+ f in B, there is exactly one g: M'--~ Nf  in 
IV[ such that gE -- (a, c). Then i fg z (a, b, c), we have only to find 3: S' --+ Sf and 
check the diagrams for g to be in M. Consider the following diagram in C: 
a,j 
M'E 
[x'*, Y'] 
[X'*,c] 
X* r . [X*, Y] t~*,n . IX'*, Y] 
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If it can be shown that this diagram commutes, and that ,]1[a*, Y] is strong monic 
then we shall have our b, as can be seen from the following diagram for the strong 
monic property of)~1[a*, Y]: 
X'* 
a*Sf+ I 
c9"+ 
,S  
Si ~,ta*,------~ [X'*, Y] 
Moreover, the two inner triangles of this diagram yield the two conditions which 
must be satisfied for (a, b, c) to be a machine morphism. 
To show commutativity of our first diagram, it suffices to have commutativity of
X'* M'E [X'*, Y'] 
a* [X'*, Y] 
T 
X* , [X*, Y] 
For this it would suffice to show that a*f[a*, Y] = a'f, since we know that 
commutes, because 
X'*  M'E [X'*, Y'] 
=l  - -  ~cx'*,cl 
X'*  a*S [X'*, Y] 
X'* M'E> y, 
Xt* a*f, y 
does. To show a*f [a*, Y] = a'f, it will suffice to show that a*f [a*, Y] is an X' -  
module morphism, because a'f: X '*--~ [X'*, Y] is the one and only such with that 
domain and codomain. We leave this to the reader. 
42 GOGUEN 
Finally, it must be checked that hi[a*, Y] is strong monic. Since hi is strong monic, 
it suffices to show that [a*, Y] is too, by Lemma 1.10. However,  this follows from the 
fact that a* is strong epic in C (since a coproduct of strong epics is strong epic) and 
the assumption that [ - - ,  Y] takes strong epics to strong monies. The  major minimal  
realization structure results (5.5 to 5.17) now all follow for the more general situations 
with M and B replacing 1~I x and B x. 
Note added in proof: A number of additional papers relevant o the present subject have 
appeared since this paper was written. See Refs. [27-30]. 
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